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We present an experimental method for measuring the nonlinear optical response of a dye-doped
liquid crystal cell. We show that a very large response is obtained for a very low input light intensity.
The nonlinear optical response as a function of the dye concentration in the liquid crystal host is
characterized by the optical nonlinear coefficientn2 . The experiment provides advanced
undergraduate students experience in soft matter and nonlinear optics. ©2005 American Association of

Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When intense laser light propagates through an opt
medium, it changes its optical properties. After the adven
the laser, a new, large class of phenomena has been dis
ered, which goes under the name ofnonlinear optics, for
which the strong interactions between light and ma
modify the physical properties of the medium affecting t
light propagation itself.

Optical materials, essentially dielectric materials, can
considered as systems with coupled charged particles,
and electrons. In the presence of an electric field th
charges move: positive ones in the direction of the app
field, negative ones in the opposite direction, inducing
electric dipole moment in the material. Thus, an applied e
tric field induces a macroscopic polarization of the dielec
medium. For low light intensity, the polarization is propo
tional to the amplitude of the electric field

P5xE, ~1!

where the constantx is called the electric susceptibility o
the medium.1

In this limit the displacementD is proportional toE

D5«E, ~2!

where«5114px is the dielectric constant or the relativ
electric permittivity ~esu units!. If the dielectric medium is
isotropic and uniform,« is independent of position and th
wave equation that describes light propagation can be wri
as

]2E

]t2 2
«

c2 ¹2E50, ~3!

that is, the speed of light inside the medium isc/A«, c being
its speed in vacuum. Thus,«5n0

2, wheren0 is the refractive
index of the medium.2

This description is valid only as long as the polarization
a linear function of the electric field. When the light intens
is high, that is, for strong electric fields, higher order ter
have to be included in the response of the medium. Depe
425 Am. J. Phys.73 ~5!, May 2005 http://aapt.org/ajp
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ing on the structure of the material, a component of the
larization can depend on all the electric field components
various powers, so that Eq.~1! must be generalized as

Pi5(
j

x i j
(1)Ej1(

jk
x i jk

(2)EjEk1(
jkl

x i jkl
(3) EjEkEl1¯ ,

~4!

where thex’s represent the nonlinear coefficients and a
tensors of various orders.3 In the experiment to be discusse
the electric field has only one component and only one co
ponent of the polarization is important. Thus, a much simp
expression can be used

P5x (1)E1x (2)E21x (3)E31¯ . ~5!

As we have described,x (1) is the usual linear polarization
and is associated with the refractive index of matter.1 For
symmetry reasons, thex (2) term is nonzero only for media
that are not centrosymmetric, such as the case for some
cial classes of crystals.4 Of particular interest is thex (3)

term, which is responsible for the optical Kerr effect, one
the most important effects in nonlinear optics. If we negle
x (2) and rewrite thex (3)E3 term in the formx (3)E2E, we
can expressP as

P5@x (1)1x (3)E2#E[xeffE. ~6!

Equation ~6! shows how the effective susceptibility of th
medium,xeff5x(1)1x(3)E2, is the usual one plus a contribu
tion proportional to the intensityI}E2 of the incoming light.
As a consequence, the refractive index of the medium is
longer a constant, but depends linearly on the intensity
light

n5n01n2I , ~7!

wheren0 is the linear refractive index and the coefficientn2
is a measure of the nonlinearity of the medium. This kind
response, that is, whenn depends linearly on the intensity, i
known as the optical Kerr effect and gives rise to many p
nomena, such as self-focusing, self-phase-modulation,
optical solitons.3
425© 2005 American Association of Physics Teachers
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The optical Kerr effect has been observed in mater
with anisotropic molecules such as carbon bisulphide (C2)
and acetone. Anisotropic molecules have a tendency to o
in the direction of the electric field of the laser beam. T
molecular reorientation gives rise to a change in the mole
lar polarizability and thus to a nonlinear optical polarizati
of thex (3) type. In materials that are isotropic but consist
anisotropic molecules,x (3) is a tensor of the order o
10214– 10215 esu.

The peculiarity of liquid crystals is that, not only are the
made of anisotropic molecules, but they also keep their
isotropy on a macroscopic scale. In the presence of an e
tric field, the molecular reorientation becomes a collect
behavior and the resulting nonlinear optical response is
plified with respect to that of isotropic liquids. In 1980 Ze
dovich and co-workers showed that liquid crystals produc
self-focusing effect exhibiting ann2 up to 9 orders of mag-
nitude greater than in isotropic liquids, such as CS2.5 Sub-
sequently, many experiments have been devoted to the s
of nonlinear optical phenomena in liquid crystals.6,7

The aim of this article is to show how to measure direc
the nonlinear optical response of dye-doped liquid crys
cells and the nonlinear coefficientn2 . The advantage of us
ing dye-doped liquid crystals is that they have a much str
ger optical nonlinear response than pure liquid crystals, t
giving large values of the nonlinear response. This large
sponse lets us work with low values of the input light inte
sity and makes the experiment accessible and safe for
dents, even though laser beams are utilized. Moreover
changing the type of dye, it is possible to choose differ
laser wavelengths and work with a low-cost diode-laser. T
lost cost should encourage the development of pedagog
kits that are able to show the basic mechanisms of nonlin
optics at the undergraduate level.

Dye-doped liquid crystals are competitive materials
photonics applications, especially for their potential use
inexpensive nonlinear optical elements and optical switch6

Moreover, the explanation of the physical mechanisms
lead to so large an amplification of their optical response
still being investigated.8

In our experiments we measure the nonlinear optical
sponse of dye-doped nematic liquid crystals as they are
minated by two interfering laser beams. In this case, the l
interference pattern produces a orientation grating inside
liquid crystal cell, and the nonlinear coefficientn2 can be
extracted from the measurement of the grating diffract
efficiency. We discuss a set of measurements for liquid c
tal cells filled at different concentrations of a dye belongi
to the family of the azo-dyes. The protocol for the liqu
crystal cell preparation is given together with all the essen
details for the optical setup and measurements.

We believe that the experiment is suitable for educatio
purposes and offers students the opportunity of becom
familiar with experimental nonlinear optics. At the sam
time, students can build the nonlinear optical element, tha
the liquid crystal cell.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS OF LIQUID CRYSTALS

Liquid crystals are a state of matter in between a solid
a liquid.9,10They flow like liquids, but possess some physic
properties characteristic of crystals, such as birefringen2

Liquid crystals are composed of anisotropic-shaped orga
molecules and as a result all their physical properties, suc
426 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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the dielectric and magnetic susceptibilities, are anisotro
Most of the more popular liquid crystals are composed
molecules that are strongly elongated in one direction,
that they appear as a collection of rod-like molecules. In
isotropic phase the axes of the molecules are randomly
tributed, whereas in the nematic phase the configuration
lowest energy is reached when all the molecules are, on
erage, aligned along a single direction, called the directon
~see Fig. 1!. The nematic phase, identified by the avera
orientation of the molecules, is characterized by long-ran
orientational order.9,10 The liquid crystals we will consider
are always in the nematic phase. For the usual liquid crys
the typical critical temperatures,Tc , for the high-
temperature isotropic to low-temperature nematic phase t
sition are in the range 35– 80 °C.

The nematic director has the inversion symmetryn→2n
and identifies a single direction. This direction can be exp
mentally specified either by applying an external field, su
as an electric or a magnetic field, or by imposing particu
boundary conditions at the confining surfaces of the sam
which are theanchoringconditions. When two of these con
straints compete, the long-range orientational order may
partially destroyed or modified. Typical anchoring conditio
for a liquid crystal sample may be either planar~n parallel to
the confining plates! or homeotropic~n orthogonal to the
confining plates!, as shown in Fig. 2. The orientation of th
anchoring direction with respect to the externally appli
field determines the kind of elastic distortion that appears
the medium when a molecular orientation takes place.9,10

Because of molecular anisotropy, all the physical prop
ties characterizing liquid crystals are anisotropic and
scribed by tensor quantities such as the magnetic suscep
ity, xm , the electric susceptibility,x, and the dielectric
constant,«. We will focus on the dielectric constant, becau

Fig. 1. Long-range order in liquid crystals:~a! isotropic phaseT.Tc

~circles indicate rods that are pointing out of or in the plane of the page!; ~b!
nematic phaseT,Tc .

Fig. 2. Liquid crystal anchoring:~a! homeotropic;~b! planar.
426McConvilleet al.
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we are mainly concerned with the Kerr effect, but simi
descriptions apply for the other physical quantities we h
mentioned.

Because liquid crystals can be treated as uniaxial mate
in the nematic phase, the axis being the one defined by
director n, the dielectric constant becomes a tensor of
form

S «' 0 0

0 «' 0

0 0 « i

D , ~8!

where«' and « i are the dielectric constants perpendicu
and parallel ton, respectively. The difference between t
two constants,D«5« i2«' , is called the dielectric anisot
ropy. It measures the difference of polarizability of the m
ecules along different directions with respect to the app
field.

Under the action of an applied electric field, liquid crys
molecules tend to orient themselves either parallel or
thogonal to the direction of the applied field, depending
the sign of their dielectric anisotropy. IfD«.0, molecules
tend to orient parallel to the applied field; ifD«,0, mol-
ecules orient perpendicular to the applied field. At a lo
frequency of the applied field,D« may be positive or nega
tive, depending on the type of liquid crystal. However, f
high-frequency fields all known liquid crystals are charact
ized by positiveD«.6

When the electric field is due to a laser beam,D«.0, and
the molecules tend to orient parallel to the polarization of
incoming light beam. Under the action of light, the optic
torque acting on the liquid crystal molecules is given by
general expression

Gopt5P3E5
D«

4p
~n3E!~n•E!. ~9!

In particular, for a liquid crystal with its director along th
z-axis, as in Eq. ~8!, and an electric field given by
E0(0,cosu,sinu), the resulting torque acting per unit volum
is (2sin 2uD«E0

2/8p,0,0). Thus, the torque depends linea
on the intensity of the incoming light,I}E0

2.4

When the torque is sufficiently large to overcome restor
elastic forces, molecular reorientation takes place inside
liquid crystal sample. Liquid crystals are strongly birefri
gent materials. Because of the dielectric anisotropy, there
two refractive indices,n' and ni , which are, respectively
perpendicular and parallel to the director. As a conseque
molecular reorientation is accompanied by a macrosco
change of the optical properties. Magnetically11 and
electrically12 induced birefringence are well-known phenom
ena in the physics of liquid crystals and often are referred
as the Cotton–Mouton and Kerr effect, respectively.9,10

When the electric field is due to a laser beam, the Kerr ef
is the same optical effect mentioned earlier.

III. PREPARATION OF THE LIQUID CRYSTAL
CELL

The liquid crystal used in our experiments is the nema
p-n-pentyl-p-cyanobiphenyl, known by the abbreviati
5CB.13 This liquid crystal has been doped with a sm
amount of methyl red~MR!,14 a dye that belongs to the fam
427 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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ily of azo-dyes. The chemical representations of 5CB a
MR are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.

One of the main features of the azo-dyes is that, under
action of light, they can change their molecular conform
tion. The process is called photoisomerization, and the
isomers are called thetransandcis form.15 In the transstate
the molecules are more rod-like and aligned in the sa
direction, while in thecis state the molecules become mo
isotropic and insensitive to the alignment of the surround
liquid crystals. As depicted in Fig. 4, MR molecules go fro
the transstate to thecis one by absorbing a photon. Therm
relaxation brings them back to thetrans form. Another im-
portant feature of MR molecules is their large dichroism, th
is, light absorption is much higher along the molecular a
than it is in the transverse direction. As a consequence, m
ecules oriented in the direction of the light polarization a
more likely to absorb a photon and undergo photoisomer
tion. In contrast, thermal relaxation is equally probable
any direction. The changes of molecular conformation,
conjunction with the directional selectivity of the dichroism
help the orientation of the liquid crystals, thus increasing
optical response of the liquid crystal cell.16

Our procedure for building the cells is as follows.17,18The
cells are made with ITO-coated glass plates.20 The size of
each plate is 30320 mm2, thickness 0.7 mm. The ITO coat
ing is a transparent electrode. A commercial glass cutter
be employed to cut the plates to the desired dimensions

The glass plates are cleaned in an ultrasound bath
25 °C, for 15–20 min with a Micro 90 cleaning solution.21

After cleaning, the slides are rinsed 5 times, 5 min each tim
in highly purified distilled water (R;18 MV). We dry the
glass plates with filtered air. Then, the clean glass plates
used for the deposition of the alignment agent. To have
meotropic anchoring of the 5CB molecules, the cell surfa
are treated with an ionic surfactant, hexadecyl-trimeth
ammonium-chloride~HTAC!, whose chemical representatio
is displayed in Fig. 5. Another surfactant of the sam
family,14 such as HTAB~bromide!, could be used and ha
been shown to give similar results.17

Fig. 3. Chemical representation of the liquid crystal 5CB.

Fig. 4. Chemical representation of the azo-dye MR:~a! the trans form and
~b! the cis form. Photon absorption (hn) leads to excitation to thecis state,
whereas thermal relaxation (kBT) brings the molecule back to thetrans
state.
427McConvilleet al.
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A monolayer film of HTAC is deposited on the cell surfa
by withdrawing the glass plates very slowly out of a wa
solution at a constant speed;5 mm/min. A sketch of the
dipping procedure is shown in Fig. 6. The HTAC has be
diluted in distilled water at a concentration of 531025 M.
The HTAC molecules have a hydrophilic head and a hyd
phobic tail. At first all the tails are sticking out of the wat
and all the heads are in the water in the beaker containing
HTAC solution. As the plate is slowly withdrawn from th
solution, the heads of the molecules attach themselves
thogonally to the surface of the plate, forming a monolay
When filling the cell, the liquid crystal molecules align them
selves parallel to the surfactant molecules and so are alig
orthogonal to the plate surface, and are hence homeotr
cally oriented.

All the cells are filled with a mixture of MR in 5CB. The
typical cell thickness isd514 mm. To make all the different
concentrationsc of the MR, ac51% ~in weight! solution
was made first and then different concentrations were
tained by dilution. We cannot make more than 1%, beca
the mixture would saturate. To mix the two substances
gether properly, the tube containing the mixture is plac
into an ultrasound bath, using hot water~approximately
40 °C), for ;10 min. Typical values of the dye concentr
tion are betweenc50.1% andc51%.

Filtering of the liquid crystal–dye mixture improves ce
quality. Thus, before filling the cells, we filtered the mixtu
in a micro-centrifuge for 5 min. The size of the filter pores
0.22mm. If a micro-centrifuge is not available, it is possib
to filter the liquid crystal mixture by using filters that fit o
the end of a syringe. However, care should be taken, w
transferring the mixture from one tube to the syringe a

Fig. 5. Chemical representation of the surfactant HTAC.

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the dipping apparatus.
428 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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then to another tube, not to waste too much product~the
liquid crystal mixture is very viscous!. One way to overcome
this problem is to heat the mixture above the isotropic tr
sition ~approximately 40 °C) to improve the flow propertie
of the liquid crystals.

When two plates have been treated, they can be fixed
gether to make a cell. The assembly of the cell is shown
Fig. 7. Placing one plate with the ITO side up, four dots
UV curable NOA 81~Thorlabs! optical adhesive are place
at the corners of the plate. The spacers are 14mm thick
Teflon, cut in approximately 1535 mm strips. They are
placed at the lateral ends of the bottom glass plate an
second plate is then placed on top. Once the quality of
assembly is checked, the cell is placed under a UV li
source for several minutes to polymerize the optical ad
sive. The spacers are then removed and the two lateral e
are sealed with optical adhesive, which is polymerized un
the UV light. A lateral shift between the two glass plates
left in such a way that ITO remains uncovered at the edg
where electrical contacts permit the application of an elec
field. A small shift also is left in the transverse direction. Th
small shift facilitates the deposition of the liquid crystal mi
ture at the entrance of the open gap, which permits the in
duction of the liquid crystal.

At this point, the cell is filled with the liquid crystal mix-
ture. As depicted schematically in Fig. 8~a!, a micro-pipette
is used to deposit a drop of liquid crystal at the entrance

Fig. 7. Assembly of the cell:~a! first step with positioning of the spacers an
polymerization of four glue dots;~b! final step with sealing the lateral edge
~c! lateral view of the finished cell.

Fig. 8. ~a! Filling of the cell with the liquid crystal mixture~MR doped
5CB!; ~b! lateral view of the filled cell: the homeotropic anchoring is pr
vided by the HTAC monolayer at the surfaces;d is the thickness of the cell.
428McConvilleet al.
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the cell, and the liquid crystal flows by capillarity throug
the spacer gap. The liquid crystal in the cell is in the nema
phase. During the filling, the liquid crystal director tends
orient parallel to the direction of the flow, and thus a plan
anchoring is initially favored. But, once the cell is filled, th
liquid crystal molecules start to feel the presence of the s
factant molecules and thus orient themselves parallel to
HTAC tails, producing a homeotropic alignment. A tran
verse section of the finished and homeotropically orien
cell is shown in Fig. 8~b!. It takes a few minutes for the
homeotropic alignment to be uniformly established in t
whole cell. Once this process is accomplished, the ce
ready for the experiment. The alignment of the cell can
tested under a polarization microscope or by rotating the
in between two crossed polarizers. For the homeotropic
entation, the rotation of the cell will not change the intens
of the light at the output~dark field!.

IV. OPTICAL NONLINEARITY: BASIC
ASSUMPTIONS

Optical nonlinearity is caused by the fact that the liqu
crystal molecules have an anisotropic electric susceptib
and are birefringent. Because of their dielectric anisotro
the liquid crystal molecules tend to align parallel to an e
ternal electric fieldE0 . The optical torque,Gopt, that acts on
the liquid crystal molecules is proportional to the incomi
light intensity, I}E0

2 @see Eq.~9!#. When the molecular ori-
entation takes place, there is a changeDn of the refractive
index because of the liquid crystal birefringence. If the reo
entation angle is small, it is proportional to the appli
torque, hence toE0

2. In this case, the photo-induced birefrin
genceDn depends linearly on the reorientation angle, a
therefore is proportional to the light intensity.

More precisely, if we assume linear restoring torques a
only one elastic constant,K, the torque balance equation h
the form6

K
d2u

dz2 1
D«E0

2

8p
sin 2~b1u!50, ~10!

whereu is the reorientation angle andb is the angle of inci-
dence with respect to the normal to the cell. In the smau
approximation, Eq.~10! may be written as

2j2
d2u

dz2 1~2 cos 2b!u1sin 2b50, ~11!

wherej254pK/@D«E0
2#. In this case, if we use the hard

boundary condition, that is, the director axis is not perturb
at the boundary (u50 at z50 andz5d), and assume tha
the second term in Eq.~11! to be small,7 the solution of Eq.
~11! is

u5
1

4j2 sin 2b~dz2z2!, ~12!

that is, the reorientation is a maximum at the center a
vanishingly small at the boundary of the cell. When averag
over the sample thickness, the factor (dz2z2) givesd2/6, so
that the average reorientation angle is

^u&5
D«

16pK
sin 2b

d2

6
E0

2 . ~13!
429 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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As a result of this reorientation, the incident laser expe
ences a refractive index changeDn(z) which, for smallu,
also is proportional to the reorientation angle,Dn(z)
}D« sin 2bu(z).6,7 By neglecting thez-dependence, we ca
write the average photo-induced birefringence as

^Dn&}D« sin 2b^u&5n2I , ~14!

which is proportional to the light intensity. The nonline
coefficient n2 is proportional to@(D«)2/Kc#sin2(2b)d2.6,7

For simplicity, we will drop the average notation. Henc
when we refer to the photo-induced birefringence,Dn, it is
assumed to be an average resulting from an integration
the whole cell length.

Another important point is that, from the point of view o
the applied torque, reorientation can be induced only wh
the angle betweenn andE is different fromp/2, correspond-
ing to an incidence angleb different from zero. However, it
can be demonstrated that, even at normal incidence, tha
for b50, reorientation can occur if the input intensity
above a certain threshold.6,7 This effect is referred to as th
optical Fréedericksz transition, and the threshold intens
I th5p2cK/D«d2, is given by the balance between the op
cal and the elastic torques.

To measuren2 directly, we illuminate the liquid crysta
cell with a light grating that is made by the interference
two pump beams, with total intensityI p and wavelengthl.
Due to the local refractive index change, the light intens
distribution in the interference pattern creates a phase gra
inside the cell. A probe beam is sent onto the cell, where
diffracted by the phase grating. We measure the probe
fraction efficiency,h, as the ratio between the intensityI 11
of the first order of diffraction and the total probe bea
intensity I 0 , as follows:

h5
I 11

I 0
. ~15!

In our experiments we observe several orders of diffr
tion because they result from the diffraction over a thin gr
ing, that is,d!L2/l, whereL is the period of the grating
that is, the fringe spacing in the interference pattern. T
kind of diffraction is known as Raman–Nath diffraction an
is different from Bragg diffraction, for whichd is large com-
pared toL and the light is diffracted only in one direction
For dynamic grating experiments in the Bragg regime, re
ers are referred to recent proposals for photorefrac
polymers.19 It can be shown that in the Raman–Nath regim
the diffraction efficiency is given by

h;S pDnd

l D 2

, ~16!

and cannot exceed the maximum theoretical value of 344

By inserting the expression Eq.~14! for the photo-induced
refractive index change,Dn5n2I p into Eq. ~16!, we find

n25
lh1/2

pdIp
. ~17!

We will use Eq.~17! to calculaten2 . Note that the definition
of n2 , Eq. ~14!, and the entire description are valid only a
long as the orientation is small, that is, for low light intens
ties. At higher intensities the orientation will saturate andn2
no longer has a meaning.
429McConvilleet al.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup consists of a pump–probe sche
as shown in Fig. 9. The pump is a mono-frequency Ar1 gas
laser of wavelengthl5514 nm. The pump frequency is i
the absorption spectra of the MR, so that the MR pho
somerization of the dye is facilitated. The Ar1 laser passes
through neutral density filters, which can be changed to a
the intensity. The laser beam is split into two identical a
expanded pump beams, with a diameter of approximate
mm. The intensities of the pumps are carefully set to
same value by using the attenuating filter on the more inte
beams. The two pumps interfere with an anglea52° in the
x–y plane. The LC cell is placed at the intersection of t
two beams. Due to the refractive index changeDn, the in-
terference pattern creates a phase grating inside the ce
probe the refractive index change, we used a linearly po
ized low-power~0.8 mW! He–Ne laser, with wavelengthl
5632.8 nm.

The pump and the probe beams are orthogonally po
ized. We set, for example, the pump polarization vertical a
the probe polarization horizontal, which lets us observ
diffraction pattern for all the orientation directions of th
molecules. If the molecules line up perpendicularly to t
field ~parallel to the probe!, we observe the probe diffraction
However, if the molecules align themselves parallel to
electric field ~parallel to the pump!, we observe pump dif-
fraction. This effect is called self-diffraction, because t
pump beams diffract over the grating that they have crea
Thus, from the observation of the diffraction pattern we c
determine the orientation direction of the molecules.

The diffraction patterns are formed on a screen and
corded with a CCD camera. The intensity of the first d
fracted orderI 11 is measured with a photodiode and the d
are acquired with a personal computer.

VI. RESULTS

A typical probe diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 10~a!.
Several orders of diffraction are observable, which is a s
nature of a well-developed refracting index grating inside
cell. At low pump intensity,I p5150 mW/cm2, as in Fig.
10~a!, only probe diffraction is observed. The two large sp
in the middle of Fig. 10~a! are the two transmitted pum

Fig. 9. Experimental setup: PD is a photodiode, F is a neutral density fi
M is a mirror, and 50% M is a half-reflecting mirror.
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beams. This diffraction pattern shows that the molecu
orient in a plane orthogonal to the pump polarization. Inde
it is known that excited azo-dye molecules try to orie
themselves orthogonal to the light polarization.22 The confor-
mational change of the dyes first induces the orientat
of liquid crystal molecules close to the surface of the ce
the orientation then propagates into the bulk and
probe diffraction pattern appears.17

At larger intensity, self-diffraction also may appear, sho
ing that the molecules acquire a component in the plane c
taining the polarization of the pump beams. Figure 6~b!
shows a probe diffraction pattern obtained by illuminati
the cell with a pump intensity 10 times larger,I p

51.5 mW/cm2. For clarity, Fig. 6~b! has been recorded b
putting a red filter before the CCD camera to cancel
self-diffraction~green light!. However, the filter is not strong
enough to suppress the zero-order pump beams, which
appear as the two large and bright spots near the middle.
this value of I p the probe diffraction is characterized b
strong diffusion around the main peaks. This diffusion is
signature of the molecular fluctuations bringing the reorie
tation out of the plane of incidence of the light.

By keeping a relatively low value ofI p , we have repeated
the diffraction experiment by changing the dye concent
tion. The nonlinear coefficientn2 has been measured for di
ferent dye concentrations and for different pump intensit
I p . The cell is illuminated by the pump beams and its
sponse is continuously monitored by measuringI 11 . After
an exponential growth,I 11 saturates. When the pumps a
switched off,I 11 , and consequentlyh, goes rapidly to zero.
In Fig. 11, the behavior ofh is shown for different values o
the MR concentration.

At low concentration, low pump intensities show nothin
and the diffraction patterns do not appear until a relativ
high intensity, such as 0.6 mW/cm2. However, after getting a
signal at high intensity, the same cell shows a response e
at lower intensities and a diffraction pattern starts to app
The origin of this memory effect seems to be related to
induced photovoltaic effect and to the subsequent motion
the MR molecules toward the confining walls of the cell. B
keeping the laser beam on the cell, more and more MR m
ecules become excited and go close to the surface. Eve
ally, at high laser intensity, MR molecules can bind chem
cally to HTAC molecules, leading to the formation o
permanent gratings. When the laser shines on the cell f
second time, less energy is needed to stir the molecule
some have already moved, and so already being excited,
to create an easy axis at the surface.23 However, a definitive
explanation of the physical mechanisms that lead to so la
an amplification of the nonlinear optical response of dy
doped liquid crystals with respect to pure ones is not
available. Indeed, even though it is largely accepted that

r,

Fig. 10. Probe diffraction forc50.5%; ~a! I p5150 mW/cm2, ~b! I p

51.5 mW/cm2. The two central and brighter spots are the transmitted pu
beams.
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bulk dominating effect should be the result of guest–h
interaction,24 surface effects, which appear to be essential
a correct description of the phenomenon, have not yet b
modeled.

For higher concentrations of the dye, such asc50.55%,
responses could be obtained at the first illumination for m
lower intensity, such as 50mW/cm2. However, when in-
creasing the pump intensity, the molecular reorientation
comes irregular and is characterized by large fluctuatio
The index grating becomes unstable and much scattered
appears in all directions, as shown in Fig. 10~b!.

For c50.1%, 0.5%, and 1.0%, we have varied the pu
intensity, measured the diffraction efficiency, and evalua
the nonlinear coefficientn2 . In Fig. 12 the values ofn2 are
plotted againstI p . For each value ofc, a dashed line marks
the value of the input intensity at which a diffraction patte
is distinguishable at the first stage of the cell illuminatio
Note that all the measured values ofn2 fit on the same curve
independently of the dye concentration. If we go back to
definition of n2 , Eq. ~14!, we see that it should be indepe
dent, because it is related only to the physical constant
the medium. The decrease ofn2 for increasingI p means that
saturation of the nonlinearity is reached for every value
the input pump intensity. Indeed, as we see from Eq.~17!,
this saturation also indicates that the diffraction efficien
attains its maximum for each value of the pump intens
Correspondingly, the maximum refractive index chan
Dnmax, provided by the liquid crystal cell is a constant. If w
defineDnmax[n2Ip and plot it as a function ofI p as in Fig.

Fig. 11. Diffraction efficiency as a function of time for different dye co
centrations: ~a! c50.1%, I p50.6 mW/cm2; ~b! c50.5%, I p

50.26 mW/cm2; ~c! c51.0% I p50.12 mW/cm2.
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13, we see that it is'6.831023 for all the values ofI p and
c. Thus, we can conclude that the initial assumptions
small orientation break down for all the values of the inp
pump intensity used in the experiments. Moreover, add
more doping dyes to the cell does not increase its respo
but simply shifts the value ofI p for which we first see the
appearance of a diffraction pattern.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an experimental method of measu
the optical nonlinear coefficientn2 of dye-doped liquid crys-
tal cells. The liquid crystal cells are homeotropic and fill
with the liquid crystal 5CB doped with MR at different con
centrations. Dye doping strongly increases the molecular
orientation of the liquid crystals under the action of light. W
have obtained high diffraction efficiencies for pump inten
ties of the order of hundreds ofmW/cm2. To obtain the same
diffraction efficiency with pure liquid crystals, we woul
need pump intensities at least 100 times larger. In our exp
ments, we reached values ofn2 as high as tens of cm2/W,
and have shown that changing the dye concentration does
change the maximum refractive index change provided

Fig. 12. Nonlinear coefficient as a function of the input pump intensity. F
each concentration, a dashed line marks the value at which a diffrac
signal is distinguishable at the first illumination of the cell.

Fig. 13. Maximum refractive index change,Dnmax, as a function of the
input pump intensity and for different dye concentrations. The straight
is the average between all values. Dashed lines mark the values at wh
diffraction signal is distinguishable at the first illumination of the cell.
431McConvilleet al.
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the cell. Saturation of the optical nonlinearity has been
served for all the values of the input pump intensity. T
effect of changing the dye concentration is to shift the va
of I p for which we see the appearance of a diffraction patt
at the first illumination of the cell.

These observations are consistent with the conjecture
the light-induced reorientation starts first as a surface ef
and then propagates into the bulk of the cell.17 In this case,
even a small quantity of dye would be enough to produc
large effect, because the reorientation would be initiated o
by the excited dye molecules that are close to the confin
plates. As the surface-induced reorientation sets in, d
doped liquid crystals begin to absorb more and more li
because of the dye dichroism, and the diffraction sig
grows very slowly. This slow process is accompanied by
trans–cis photoisomerization of the dye molecules and sa
rates after a time that decreases with increasing input l
intensity.17,18,23

The effectiveness of dye concentration is limited by t
fact that increasing the number of MR molecules in the c
increases the cell absorption. Absorbed radiation increa
the cell temperature and could cause a phase transition o
liquid crystals from nematic to isotropic. This transitio
would completely change the optical properties of the cel
study of the heating effects is beyond the scope of this
ticle, although such a study would be very interesting
determining the nonlinear optical properties of liquid cryst
close to the nematic to isotropic phase transition. Anot
possible extension of this work would be the study of t
electrical response of the cell and the subsequent contro
the optical nonlinearity.
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